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hoffnans I'd like to start off by asXin.; you *oat oxperlftnoe you've hod 
In bullet wounds frogs rifled. 

Pillinger1 Rifles? I fuoso maybe 150 to 200 casos. 
hoffmans Have you over been called on to testify in court about 

rirle wounds? 
eillingers Yea. 
Rofroons Would you ony yo1 hive equal experien, te in military riflok 

wounds or huntin g; rifleX wounds? 
Billinoart 2/3 hunting rifles, one third militory rifles. 
Roffonns ..cull you gay then that you could olvo mo your expert opinion 

on wounds from these kinds of rifles? 
0111ingors Somethimas I could. 
Roffoans O.K. Ito goino to show you a sketoOftroced froo Tow, 24 of 

Curoy h000); 1t'e o pretty 1.71trU',t 	 trit I '..7:457, o-o ',wino it you 
could mork on tnis what woul.: be the approximate location of tho third 
treohe41 ring, 

Nalingsr: Ooo, you can't see adequately on this because of the collar. 
Hoffman: That would be toe gong :al area of this? 
Fillinoors Generally, it's going to be apout whore the knot of the 

tie is. 
Roffnans I see. And to it possible LalLatOtt at all for It to raiso 

with the act or oxollooing? 
Fillingors Zest or spoakino, or turning the head. 
rtoffoan; 4ou1l it--coull it Xt pooalbly roloo sufficiently to be 

exposod ovor tho to of the collar? 
Fillingers 	posolbla, and I don't know now tIont the soirt (it 

either, ohich is also a poaalolity. It ray be--the shadoo would seem 
to inliooto tno levol of the thyroid prom/nonce, or the so-called adaos 
noolo, and tho troshool ring, of courso, would hay,: to bo below that, and 
that wouldn't leave very iuoh room accorlin to that particular skotoh. 

Goff ens Would you say then that it's a valid moanurooent point 
using the third trocheol rind? 

I don't U80 	Itgs an intortor point, and when I'm des- 
cribing a ononshot wound, first of all extoriorly, I t--0:a my MMANKNX 
landmorks from other more permanant and readily ixxxxxmaxt identlriod 
exterior points. Once I'm inside, I might spy the third trooheol ring, 
but I uouallo list it f-om tho inferior marotn of the lorynx, or the 
voice-box wOloh lo a well establish,o1 noroin. I dooim000 	neicgitew, 

vn zHin 000toh, wool o too? oonorol oreo of a wound, lot' e oay, 
an inoh--betwoon on inch and an lnoh and a half above the suporsternol 
notch be above or below the snirt collar? 

Pillinoor. Jell, in that case, in that particular ploture, as I envision 
that guy, it would probaoly be right on top of till maroin of the bollix'. 
That's just a probability becouse you really can't tell. 

4offmans Suppoee, you were to sec a mound in thin general looattion, 3nd 
it hod the following oharoot)ristloss it Was a very small, circular 
wound, about betwoon 3 and 	la diameter, and you learn from the 
doctor whoilik exaninod thio wound while the patient was still alive but 
oriticollo Fonndod that the wound was exuding olood very slowly. You 
aluo obsorve a snail aoowit of fait la surroundino tissue damage around 
the wound. It's just o small punotate wound olth no otollete lo,crotlono. 
Coold you evaluo,ot its onoractor on thn boot- of thio inf0000tionT 



FILLINGERs Not from what you've just told me. t don't even know if that's a 

gunshot wound, for sure. But if you assume that number one, then you haven't 

described whether or not it has an abrasion cuff, end if so what color the abrasion 

MO cuff is. You haven't said anything at .11 about any powder SI residues. 
KOFTNAN: There are no powder residues. 
FILLING'S: No powder residues. O.K. The gime of the wound can be anything 

from a high velocity email caliber projectile to a somewhat larger caliber, for 

example, 

 

such es a .38, which can produce a very small would. it may be a .30 

caliber, a .32, a .31 - there are all kinds of .28's - there are all kinds of 

calibers which can produce this in varying velocities. There are different types 

of projectiles which produce different appearing wounds. It also depends on the 

tension of the skin at the time the projectile strikes it There are a number of 

factors. Without knowing more of these factors all you can say is that it's 

probably a gunshot wound and probably an entrance wound. INKS Entrances and 

edits are very difficult to diagnose without seeing this. 
ROMANI Would the tissue damage surrounding the wound, immediateiy around - 

I've only had it described as tissue damage: I couldn't say definately whether it 

woe 8 ring of abrasion - but doss that ever appear with exit wounds, especially of 

high velocity projectiles? 
FILL/NMI Yee, it can. Some types of tissue demobs can appear around the 

exit wound and be quite misleading as to determine whether it's an entrance or an 

exit. 
ROFFMAN! Does it have any bearing on whether the exit was caused up by 

a high velocity missile or is that indeterminate"' 
FILL/NGER: It depends again on the cite of the skin area, whether it's 

an area of - 
ROFFMAN: Well this would be the trachea. 
FULMER: I can't say. 
ROFFMAN: Now, I'm going to show you a picture (CE. 850) - these are bullet 

holes that were produced in goatskin. 
FILLINGER; Goatskin, by the way, is not a good medium. I have used it. 

ROMAN: Oh really/ Would you say either one of those more typifies the 
characteristics I described to you? 

STUMM Well, no - far lots of reasons. Number one, this skin still 

MK has some hair on it and the heir distorts the appearance of the wound. Also, 
this *kin has been removed from the body of the animal. It is no longer under 
the elastic tension that it was at the time the wounds were produced. If these 

shots were fired through already removed skin, then again you loose the elastic 
tension and you loose the normal contracture and expansion of the skin area as 

the bullet strikes it. When the bullet strikes it, the *kin stretches before 

it finally perforates, and if you don't have the situation exactly duplicated 

you can't draw valid conclusions from it setting WOWS examples. If you don't 

use animals whose skin has been properly prepared first before you shoot, it 

isn't of similar consistancp to human skin such as the inner aspect of the thigh 
of the pig, for example, which is one off the better ways to do it. Thare are 
some types of lamb, some positions on the Iamb along the belly which are *seep- 
tionally good it if they're properly prepared. But goatskin such as this has 

been prepared, this is about as valuable as using rhinoceros skin. As far as 

I'm concerned, it is not worth the comparison. 
ROFFMAN: Let's say you had communicated with the doctor who observed 

this patient before he died and the doctor, in going inot the depths of the 
wound be performed a tracheotomy to assist breathing - he saw forthing blood 

and air in the superior upper madiastenum. What mould this indicate? 

FILLINGS*: Well, if you have a leak between the normal respiratory tract 

leaking into the soft tissues of the superior mediastinum. 
ROFTWANt Could it be caused by a tracheal tear? 
FILL/NGKR! Could be. 
ROFPMAII: How about lung damage? 
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PILLINGIR1 Also possible but a little bit less 2:1 likely because the lung 
is not directly associated with the mediastinum as far as air leaks are concerned. 
If it were lung damage t would expect a pnaumo-thorax rather than superior wadi-
astinum. 

ROFFMAN; Could you mark for me on this sketch (front view of skeleton) 
here where the mediastinum would be? 

FILLINCER: The mediastinum wouldn't show on that shetch at all. The 
mediastinue consists of the soft tissues right behind the breast boos and this 
is an area - for sample, it contains the heart, the anterior mediastimal soft 
tissues, the posterior - 

ItorrmAm, woad it be located right behind hare? 
FULMER: That's the superior area and it would extend on down below 

down to about here; down to about the level of the fourth rib. 
ROFFMAN: This was the superior part of it. 
FILLINGER: All right, if you're going to talk about superior modiastinum 

then you're up above and just about on the level with the supersternal notch. 
ROFFMAN: And the right. The specification was mum superior right. 
FILLINGSR; All right. Then we have an area that would be just about the 

angle of the sternal - clavicular articulation, right there. 
ROFFMAN: Right here/ 
MUNGER: Yeas generally. Now that may be where ha saw the bubbles but 

that doesn't necessarily imply that that is where the damage is. 
RO7FRAN: But could it be indicative of either a tracheal, from a tracheal 

tear, or indicative of lung dames,/ 
riLLINCER: / think not of lung damage. Tracheal or bronchial - not of lung. 
ROFFMAN: What would it mean if X-rays of that area showed subcutaneous 

emphnpema immediately above the apex of the right lung? 
FILLINOSR; Again, you only have en introduction of air snot the apft 

tissues and this does not have to come from a tear in the tracheal-bronchial tree. 
I t can come, for example, from a trachaostomy. Sometimes a tracheostomy produces 
subcutaneous emphysema. 

ROFFMAN: Oh, really? So the presenso of subcutaneous emphysema doesn't 
automatically mean lung damage? 

FILLINCERs No. I would say that it does not mean lung damage. I would say 
that it doesn't automatically mean tracheal damage. 

RDFMRAN: Let's say a bullet passes over the apex of the right lung and 
produces - it doesn't physically penetrate the pleural cavity, but it produces 
contusion to the tep of the right lung. 

MUNGER: No an infrequent incident; not al all unconmon. 
ROFFMAN: Can that contusion also produce subcutaneous tesphyeressa 
PILLINGER: No, because you have to have air from somehwere. Emphysema 

ixaslies air entrapped in the tissues. Subcutaneous, and we're not even in a 
subcutaneous area now, though, we're in a sub-pleurA area, and if you waat to 
talk about subcutaneous, we have to get up under the skin and we have to have a 
source of air for that. Air doesn't ordinarily enter a gunshot wound of the 
skin. It isn't sucked in to any great extent at all unless it's a contact wound 
and some gasses then are blown into it. So that we are not going to have sub-
cutaneous emphysema from a soft tissue shoulder wound which grazes the pleura, 
let's say, without actually penetrating it. This is not going to produce any 
kind of emphysema in there itself. 

ROFFMAN: Suppose you had taken histological slides of this bruise at the 
top of the lung and found that it revealed disruption of bhe aveolar walls and 
recent hemorrhage into the 'wolf— What are these chnagaa consistent with' Is 
it really contusion or is that also a sign of subcutaneous OMphyeage 

FILLUIGER: No, it has nothing to do with it at all. Again, we're not even 
subcutaneous, you see. Subcutaneous by definition wrens just below the skin of 
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the NEW body, and we're already inside the lung, and since the lung is already 

emphysemtuous to a certain extant, and depending on the extent of the emphysema, 

and actually now we're talking about a disease process,more or less, I presume, 

this can be pretty well magnified. But what you've just described was nothing 

more than just hemorrhage into the aveoli of the lung which is consistent with 

a bruise or any other type of cut. 
ROFFMAN: Suppose you saw et the top of the right lung a 5cm. triangular 

bruise with its base pointed toward the beck and its vertex pointed toward the' 

front of the neck. Would that be any indication at all of the direction of the 

missile which produced this? 
FILLINGER: Absolutelyenot, absolutely not. 

ROFFMAN: Now referring to this same wound, the neck wound and the NMI 

area of 88 damage inside the neck, let's say in going into this wound you found 

a great deal of hematome and contusion to the muscles of the right side of the 

trachea and to the larynm and to the trachea in general plus a ragged tracheal 

tear at the third tracheal ring and a great deal of blood in the tissues in that 

area in addition to the frothing air that was observed by the doctor. What does 
all this damage indicate? 

FILLINGER: Well, it indicates that some sort of foreign body has produced 

it all, but more you can't say. You can talk roughly about direction; you'd have 

to be ableto trace the tract, and this is very difficult to do on a live patient. 

ROFFMANt This is at the time of the autopsy. 
FILLINGER; Then you trace the tract. 
ROFFMAN: is it at all Significant that there was a great deal of blood in 

the soft tissues inside the neck to the right of the trachea and in back of the 
trachea yet the wound to the front neck is exuding blood bery slowly? 

FILLINGER: No; it's a very small hole and the blood does not pump out of 
that hole. 

ROFFMAN: But it's not specifically characteristic of entrance or exit? 

FILLINGER: No, 
ROFFMAN: I have one more set of circumstances to this information. Suppose 

that X-rays of this neck region - now, this would be only one anterior-posterior 

X-ray • showed several:Ismail metallic fragments in the soft tissues which appeared 

GO be localized to the right of the transverse process of the seventh cervical 

vertebra. Whet does this does this add anything in relation to what we just 

discussed? 
FILLINGER: I don't know. Except, it may make you wonder as to what type 

of projectile was actually used, number one. I would want to be sure that what 

I saw as radio-opaque fragments were in fact metallic fragments and not bone 

fraOpents. 
ROFFMAN: Well I can - we'll have to assume for now that they are - 

FILLINGER: Metallic fragments? It would tell oc several thin7s. I would 

be interested in looking at them very closely to see whether or not they were 

lead fragments or whether they represented hard metal from a jacket-jacketed 

bullet, and they mg might also raise the question as to what the projectile 
struck which would cause it to fragment. 

ROFFMAN: is it possible for a projectile to fragment when it doesn't hit 

any bone, just soft tissue? 
FILLINGER: Yes; some types of projectiles will fragment without hitting bone. 

ROFFMAN: What kind of projectiles are these? 
FILLINGER: Some soft-nosed, some hollow-points, sous sporting rounds, and 

some military jacketed bullets will peel their jackets. 
ROFFMAN! Can you specify what kind of MX military bullet will do this? 
FILLINGER: Yes. 50 caliber will do it, some types of 50 caliber projectiles. 

Some types of 30-06 	government ball ammunition will peel their 
jacket under certain circumstances. 

ROFFMAN: is it possibel for a copper jacketed bullet with a lend core to 

do this, 6.5mm military round? 
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FILLIN06Ai What type of a nose aoes it have? 
ROFFMANI Solid nose: it's fullejaoketed. 
FILLINGLit3 Yes, ut the form of the nose is one ieportant 

thing; the velocity is another. 
HOFFMAN* 2,000 feet per second. 
FILLINGlais iired at 2,000 feet per second( 
ROFFIIAN3 At a distance of aoout 150 feet. 
FILLINGZA: 'Well, UX that's not really that much. What does 

the nose look like, rounded, eointed? 
HOPPe.A.ii Blunt. I have a picture of it. 
n1,11=1311: Blunt? I think it's possible thet it would break 

down and fragment, 
4OFF4ANs It cen without striking any bone? 
FILLING.A: I think this is a possibility. 
ROKPMAN: Is the traohea hard enough to cause such a frag- 

mentation? 
FILLIAGE3: It's not a matter. of the hardneee. It's a matter 

of the velocity striking a fixed object, and the lepaet eay cause 
some fragmentation of the packet. 

ROFFMAN: If it does cause that type of frageentetion, will it 
leave any such evidence in the entrance would it produces? 

FILLINGS': No. 
HOFFMANs Have you ever seen cases hare this does happen? 
FILLINGiiR: Yes. 
HOFF:LANs Where a propetile--a ellitry bullet-- 
FiLLIAGeel Yes. As a matter of fact, this is a principle 

with which the AR 15 and 16 are used in Vietnam. They use a small 
caliber high velocity bullet Alien frequently fragments, and X-ray 
studies, which I have eot been in Vietnam bet have seen X-ray studies 
in hospital oases brought beck and on display at a recent A.M.A. 
meeting RS a matter of fact showing fine frageentation in chest and 
shoulder wounds I remember specifically of persons who had been 
struck with small fire, end the jackets from these bullets would break 
down on contact with the skin, and they were dispersed throughout 
the musculature of the thorax, 

ROFFMAN3 And these are small fragments, not chunks? 
FILLINC.: These are small, tiny fragments, right. 
HOMANs It's interesting. Now referring to this sketch 

Leggin (hack vie .7 of skeleton), I'll Five you another hypothetic:el 
situetIon. Suppose at an autopsy you have a man 6 foot 2, well 
muscularly built, on his stomach with his head facing generally for- 
--fe, 	-ee 	-,• 	- 	!' ! 	!•1' •• 	 _..• 	• 	• r, 

0-, in 	 it e -Ju find eeet ll'o 14ea. eelow tee eight 
mastoid process, 15cm. from the right acromion Wilt process, and 
5cm, from the mid-dorsal line. Can you show me on this approximately 
where that wound would be located? 

FILLINGda: What were your dimensions again? It's on the 
right? How far below the right mastoid prooees? 

ROFFAAN: 14cm. 15cm. from the right aoromion process, and 
5oa. from the mid-dors4 line. Now, this is remembering that at the 
time the measurements ere teken the natient is on els stomach with 
his head facing forwards 

FILLING&as Oh, then it's not valid. 
R0F2MANt It's not velid at all? 
FILLINGeas No, because you can't take a measurement when a 

guy--he's laying on his stoeach, you say? Oh, then it's aliright. 
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It's going to be right about here. You Rey 5 from the vertebrej 
eidline, right? And 15 from over hero so we' e, 	 about one 
fourth the way from the eorelooleviouler site, thet's rouehly--the 
acroelon over here, make a. little eork, and we're drooping down, 
wheat, 14 or 15 from the tip of the aestoid prooees which ie right 
about there, so.  we're right about there. 

TeOPPA4N3 All the eoeltion produce a great alount of variation, 
the position tFr of the body? 

PILLINGER: Sure. 
en-PP:IAN: 90 is it nossible then thet the man 13 in this position 

and the wound is meaaured to be those dimentions, but it actually 
falls let's may ell the wsy down here, into thee-. 

FILLINGee. I don't' know how far down all the waj down, but it 
could move as much es an inch or two. For example, you're meeeuring 
mastoid process which is a point behind the ear. Now, drop the chin 
of the patient, and you elevate it perhaps an inch, an inch and a 
half. extend the neck and r , ise the oein, and you dropped it down 
perhaps another Ineh end n half, teo inches. I don't know what the 
position of tole guy's cnln wee when they eeaeared from the mastoid 
prooess, and it's not generally a good landeark to measure from. I 
never use it. Ile:prayer, the lateral process, I do use the aoromion-
clavicular articulation, or the ftoromion, is a good point to meenure 
from; the mid...vertebral line is a good line to measure from. The 
seventh cervical vertebra is readily palpable, end that's tee one 
usually use. That's a kind of a knot in the back of the neck ehich 
you coin measure from the best* of the skull if the head is known to 
be in an upright nosition, or from the iliac crest, or any other 
landmark which doeen't generelly shift ea much. Admittedly, persona 
who aren't used to loceting plates anatomioally on the -- let's say 
topoeraphieally on the bode may use something which they presume the 
body to be in a atatio position all the time, and then the body is 
moved and they loose their orientation. 

a0P?eANI Let's assuee that this is an entrenoe wound you see 
in enproximately that position, end just nesume that there was no 
exit wound to the front of the body, and the body X-ray show the 
presence of no bullet in the cadeeer. 4hat could have happened to 
that bullet? 

FILLINGeli: 4e11, it could have fallen out of the entrance 
wound, which sometimes happens iith a very low velocity nrojeetile. 
It oen fall out. Next thine that oen happen is teat the X-rays were 
not AA taken of the entire body, and it deem hapeen thet a projeatile 
will land in a major veseel and 	moved tnrough the vaeoular tree 

. 	 ..!• j • ; 	L ' 

aoete, eae eee 	eaL eee oeeee seed, anti WIjf 	..1OVI:a CO 
another portion of the body, and I've had this hapeen. 1 have seen 
A chest wound' with the projectile in the knee, because it's pumped 
down into it. Now, I don't know ehether total body X-rays were 
taken, but when I am looking for a bullet and I can't find it and I 
have an entrance with no exit, then I have total eody X-rays or 
total flourosoophy which is what I use. 

ROXPAA12 Now is it poebible that if a bullet went snot the 
trachea end didn't exit from it that it could drop down snot the 
lung or some distenoe down !not the trachea? 

MILLINle;i: It could love down inot the trachea. Ihis would 
[Plow up, of course, in an X-ray. 

eOPFAAN: And if it did eo into tee treehea, how far through 
the body could it have been displaced? 
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FILLINGEnt Well, it fells, of course, to the bottom of the 
trachea at whiih it reeohee the 	 And then it may slip on 
down into one of the eejor bronchi, most probably the one on the 
right b60-112140 it happens to be a little lower, and it may move down 
as each, I suppose, RS five or six inones, dependine on the diameter 
of the projectile and the diameter of that particular guy's bronchus. 

HOPPAANi Are there any oherecteristics assoolated with entry 
wounds of a low velooity projectile? 

FILLINURs Yea, but they vary tremendously with the caliber 
and with the velooity and with the type of projectile and with cloth-
ing or what other the bullet may have peened through so that it's 
very difficult to categorize generelle low velooity wounds. They 
are generally a little neater aad a little more-symmetrical. They 
don't usually produce as extensive tissue damage at the entrance site, 
end their exits are often rather stellate but not particularly wldS 
or long. 3ometleee high velocitl wonn,IR Bill make these quite large 
exit wounds. 

HOnMANg Could you specify for me what the velocity of sehigh 
velocity bullet is? 

PILLINgeas As far ne I'm concerned, anything moving more than 
1,400, 1,500 feet per second is getting up into a fairly decent 
velocity. I would say anything over 2,000, 2,500 feet per second is 
getting into high velocity ran re. Consider the .45 nutomatic moves 
at 800 feet .ler second, end T count that an a quite low velocity, 
and some tspee of handguns moving at well up to the 2,000 feet per 
second, 1,800 feet per second range, theee ere relatively iii, IM high 
velocity projectiles. 

e0L4TAANi If you teke samples from the periphery of a bullet 
wound, and under miorosoopic examination they show coagulation 
necrosis of the tissues, whet noes this roan aeout the bullet wound? 

1011,LINees Thie is try claselo description oy the inventor, 
Dr. AdAleson, or the discoverer perhaps, which shows the phenominon 
generally described as the entrance of a gunshot wound, oorseulatioe 
necrosis being produced by the neat of the erojeotile striking the skin. 

nOFFMAN: 3o it would lee characteristic of an entrance wound? 
PILLINGZR, As far as I'm oonoerned it's chareotetistio of an 

entrance wound. 
10FPKAN3 .5uppose in the slides you also saw fiber particles, 

assuming that the area struok was olothed at the time it WAR struck, 
would that be mny inniention at all of the velooity of the bullet? 

CATT T roo,,■ 

f,rte 	 t. tte T7ierlDr n7;; 
that I described there. Suppose also that the trachea was deviated 
to the left to a slight extent. - 

FILLINGens You mean normally a slight deviation? 
R0PFMANs No, not normally. Could this be caused ny the 

muscles on the right side of the trachea assumingee 
FILLIN04lis How long after death--!soar long before death was this? 
ROFFMANs The patient died 25 minutes after receiving hiS wounds. 
FII.LING4i2s I think that's a little fast for swelling. 
14.0170 1Atis 	even if there le this great amount of tiont tissue 

dome...Ks there?. 
FILLING 	Yes. now the. next Vine I'd have to R!;k wes did 

he really live for 25 minutes or was it 25 minutes before they 
pronounced rim deed? 
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RO'ePMANs 25 tinutes before they pronounoel him deae. 
eiLLINa? eo ha could have, in feet, been deed on arrive" 

but they just didn't pronounce him deed because-- 
ROFFMAN; well, his he,.rt was still beatine for sometime. 
FILLINeee: Yes, :eat how long was sometime? 5 minutes, 10 ninutes? 
ROFFMAN: It eight have been the full 25 minutes; it's herd to any. 
FILLINeas dell, when you set into it, it's difficult to 

seeculate, but edyma usually doesn't come up for 15 or 20 minutes 
after--eltrliest--and it gay take an hour sore before it really gets 
describable. 

:IOFFeeees If the trachea wasn't deviated naturally, what could 
produce such a deviation assuming that you have the tissue damn ;e 
there that I described? 

FILLINeSez Are you talking about traumatic disruption or 
natural diseaeei He may have goiter, for example, which would shift 
it to one side, or a tumor. 

eueseieN: No, this is traumatic. 
FILLINSSM Well, the only thing I could think of would be a 

massive hemorrhage in the soft tissues wnich A.eht ceuse it to dovlet. 
a little, but realizing that the trachea is not a readily mobile 
structure, it doesn't just flip around. It's fairly well anchored 
and despite the considerable amount of hemorrhage, it's not going te 
be shifted very euoh to one side. 

dOFFMANs Can collapse of a lung produce this? 
FLIALINGSM Produce a deviation of the trachea? No. 
40FOXAM So it can't be assooiated et all with lung damage? 
FILLING4H: No, it oen't be associated et all. 
dOFFAAN: How about the force of a missile hittine the trachea? 
?ILLING.eit Would that oAuse it to deviate? well, perhaps 

instantaneously for a moment just as one eight punch the trachea and 
have it move to one side slightly but than return to its position 
because the connective tissues holding it are generally somewhat 
elastic, and they'll pull it right back into position. 

ieeeAANI Is it eossible then that a slieht devia=tion could 
just be natural? 

Yes: it is. 
AuMANt on this same drawing could you mark a location for 

me 2.5 cm. from the right of the midline and 100mm. above the external 
occipital protuberance? 

FieLIN,eieet 100mm. above what? 
ROFFAANs The external 000lpitel protuberenoe. 
FILLINGeM Occipital protuberenoe? 
i0PFXAM Yes, Ilia not sure of the oronueciatioe. 

to go 100mm. wniuh le 10cm. or roughly 2 and s half inched-- 
AOF?SeN; I oelieve that's four inches. 
FILLIN3e43 100 m.'? Well let's sees  that's 10--you're right-- 

yes--roughly 4 inches. 4 inehes above this and what's the other 
dlmention? 

ROFFMAN: And 2.5cm. to the right of the midline. 
FILLINGEM That's roughly one inch, so we want to come up to 

whore the lambdoidal suture on the eright is, perhaps or thereabouts. 
eOFFMNN: And that's froe the occipital urotuberenoe? 
FILLINGZR; :This is the occipital ooOtuberRnce right here, 
eeiVNAN; Could you mark teat same location on this drawing for le',  
FILLINGLes Yes, if I 	find it. Bell, now, not very well 

because va can't really show--here's the occipital protueeranoe right 
hare, end, of dfY course, it's difficult to meeeure from this side 
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one inch over. So in essense we're cooing from the oocipitel protruberanom up here to the lambda around here. I could only presume that it would be somewhere in this area here. 
ROFFMAN: Let's assume that there's a wound there through the skin and through the skull, and the inner aspect of the skull ex-hibits bevelling or oratering. What does this mean about the wound there, assuming that it is a bullet wound? 
FILLIN6;-:4: Generalist  and only generally speaking, it di indicates that the cratering or the inner bevelling is an entrance wound coming in. Cretering on the outer table, the outer surface, indicates exit coming out, but there is such a thing as a para-doxical gunshot wound, and I have personally seen some the them, and it depends on velocity, it depends on projectile, it depends on angle that it strikes the skull, and one can be embarrassingly fooled if you hadn't looked at enough of them, and are very cautious in your judgment. 
ROFFMAN: Suppose on the rein wound there is an irregularly defined zone of nbraston around the wound. 
FILLI1LiLe: If it is in fact an abrasion duff it would be sig-nifloant of an entrance wound,. It would add further weight to the initial observation. 
ROFFMAN: Now furthermore, on an X-ray of the heed you see a 6.5mm metallic fragment embedded in the skull on the outer and lower table of this entrance wound. What does that indicate? 
FILLINGE2: Outer, lower table--I'm not sure if I know the location. Is this projectile inside the skull itself? 
ROFFMAN: There's fragments of it Inside the skull, several fragments. 
FILLINGda: Alright. 'dell, outer, lower table--the outer table-- I don't know what lower table is-- the outer table, of course, is the outer layer of the calvarium. 
ROFFMAN: I mean the lower aide of the entrance wound. 
FILLINGMIt In the outer, lower side of the entrance wound? This is what an X-ray shows? noes it show it beneath the scalp? HOFFMAN: Yes. 
FILLINGe;As out on the top of the calvarium, top of the skull, or is it already through the skull and in the-- 
ROFFMAN: No it's embedded in the skull, in the outer table. FILLINGdet Embedded la the skull? If it's embedded it's stuck in the skull itself. Ts it stuck in the entrance hole? HOFFMAN: Yes. 
FILLING&H: It would seem to me it w.s relqtive low velocity. 

7".  re-lla? 
3ura, rfecau;:e you c u ,;ut a oZ:2 	Lnrough the skull with no problem. You can put a .38 through the skull and it will sometimes stick coming out--Find stick in the skull coming out, but you don't very often see them stink going in. Now, on occasion we have had them flatten against the skull and not even go through and be peeled off like--they're flattened like a quarter, and the famous Lopenson murder trial here, Judy Lopenson was shot in the beck of the head meny times, but one of them flattened against the oocipital protruberence. 

HOFFMAN: Can this he done with a rifle wound, though, at a distanoe? 
FILLING:MA I would think that it's unlikely. 
HOFFMAN: At a distance of 250 feet? 



eILLINGEe: I think it is unlikely, and if it is a rifle, it's 

a relatively low velocity one. A 6.5mm., if you went to take that 
diemeter for a minute, is a rather low velooity rifle cartridge. 

Generally - its military velocity. I have shot this weapon, hunted 

eith it, and it's a poor weapon to use. It's an obsolete weapon 

militarily sneaking. 
ROFFMAN: There's a gaping wound on the right side of the head, 

and I was wondering if you could mark the margins of it for me if I 

gave you the descriptions of it the best that I can. Now it extends 

from the midline of the frontal bone anteriorly to the vicinity of 
the posterior margin of the parietal bona behind. 

FILLINGEet That's from here, and the posterior margin of the 

parietal bone is over here. 
ROFFMAN: And on top it goes about 25mm across to involve 

portions of the left parietal bone. 
FILLINGER: It goes across the to of the skull, right? 
ROFFMAN: Yes, and below it extends into the temporal bone. 
FILLINGETI: Temporel bone? The temeoral bone, of course, comes 

uo into here. 3o, in ensens -,, we're telkine about an eree--down into 

the temporal bone I don't know how far, comes over into here, and 

crosses over the midline into the left side so that we have an egg-
shaped head, let's say, or relatively eeg-shaped, and we have our 
ooronal suture coming across here, lambodal sture coming across here, 

And our saggital suture down the midline. That's sort of serrated 
there, more or less, and in essence we're saying from the midline of 

the frontal bone, we don't know how far frontal, °wattle over to the 

left of the midline here, coming beck to the back margin of the 

parietal bone, and our parietal bone here and this is temporal here, 

ee have it comine down into the temporal bone so we have a defect 

which is this big which I have never seen from a rifle wound includene 

a oontact rifle wound, anything like this, except a .303 British 

which is a very high velocity rifle, I had one case where it entered 

the forehead and blew out the whole back of the skull. shotgun 

wounds, of course, will do this. Host rifle wounds do not blow out 

this much tissue. Now, if we're talking about just the areas of 

fragmentation of the bone, this can happen. Gunshot wounds can 

fragment pretty well under, but I don't know what he's talking ebout 

by defect, but this particular area, if this is just the margins or 

the limits of the fracture lines, that's possible: But if this area 

is completely blown away, I think this is unlikely with a 6.5. 
ROFFMAN: I'll keep adding information here. Now, I'd like 

you to sketch some lacerations of the scale on either one of these, 
et_e_.., 	 7(111 inetente a laceration from 

Infcri,c,r 	 L 	, 	 : 

right ear to a point slightly above the tragus? 
FILLINGee: 4e11, th tragus is right here, and we're going 

to--from the inferior temporal parietal margin which is up here. 

Now, is this an oblique laceration, a longitudinal laceration,
 we 

don't know. In other words, does it go this say, or does it go 

straight up and down? 
ROFFAAN: Well, the sterting point-- that's the best description 

I can give you, Right inferior temporal parietal margin anterior 

to the right ear. 
FILLING:As All right, there. 
ROFFMAN' And there's another one from the anterior parietal 

margin anteriorly on the forehead to about 4om. above the right 

orbital ridge. 
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FILLINGER: 4cm.--let's sea, rough 3/4 inch to the--what's the other 
demotion now-temporal parietal or frontal parietal? 

ROFFMAN: This would be anterior parietal margin anteriorly on the forehead. 
FILLIPS:Ms I can only promos tt would be something like this. 
ROFFMINI And now one from the margin of this main defect on the midline-- 

one from the left margin of this main defect across the midline antaio-laterally 
for a distance of about 8cm. 

"ILLINOIS; I'd have to come over here, but we don't know if that's 
frontal parietal, occipital parietal-- 

ROFFMAN: I think by left margin it might mean the left when considered 
from the head viewed on the side. 

'MUNGER: No. "The left margin of the defeat"--was that the way it was 
worded? Well, he already said that some of the margin of the defect came across 
the midline, and he says now it begins from the left margin and crosses the 
midline. So anyway, it's going to have to go over here. Now, we don't know 
whether it goes back here or up here, because this description is not clear. 

ROFFMAN: Now, therms's another one from the same starting point, which, 
of course, isn't clear, that goes posters-laterally for a distance of about 10cm. 

FILLINGER: 5 inches down to here let's say. 
ROMANI So if they both originate from the sem starting-- 
F=11MR: We're going to have to draw thew-fuse them over here somewhere 

and bring them into hers which is not a very good drawing. 
ROFFMAN: Jest generally. 
FILLINOIRt Tess right. 
ROFFMAN: Now furthermore, in the parietal section of the skull you see 

half of a wound. The other half is obscured because of the missing skull, and 
it's about 3cm. in diameter, and it exhibits bevelling on the outer table of the 
skull, and you're brought a frafment of is skull during the autopsy, which has 
the other half of this wound on it, and X-rays of that fragment show small 
metallic fragments embedded in the sides of the wound which also shows the 
bevelling on the outer aspect of the skull. Can you draw any inferences from that? 

FILLINGER: All right. Well, you're certainly always skeptical of seeing 
small fragments by X-ray. If you do, and it often happens, one thinks not of a 
jacketed bullet, which doesn't usually leave little fragments in bone that are 
seen by X-ray, just en X-ray shot, where this usually--makes one invariably think 
of a lead projectile with no jacket leaving those fragments. 

ROFFMAN: Would that be consistent with the fragment we saw in the entrance 

hole in the back of the skull? 
FILLINGER: I don't know how big a hole that wee. 
Roman: 6 by 15mm. with its sang axis corresponding with the long axis 

of the skull. 
FULMER: It could. 
ROFFMAN: Or isn't that particular fragment specifitally characteristic of-- 
FILLINGIR: It's not specifically characteristic of anything. 
ROFFMAN: Now could you mark--there's many, many fragments in the bead. 

Now, some of these are relatively large, about over lam. in size and they're 
just scattered at random throughout the brain. No, there's also some very, very 
tiny, extremely minute metallic fragments which are located anteriorly and 
superiorly in the head, and in addition to that, there's an 8 by 45mm. path of 
very finely divided fragments which begins anterior to the NSINKI coronet suture 
and tamediately below the badly fragmented frontal and parietal bones. Could 
you show ma what that path would look like? 

FILL/NGER: Well, you just said where it begins. It's anterior to the 
coronet suture which is right here--this is your corona' suture--so it's in 
front of here. 

ROFFMAN: It pays it begins immediately below the badly fragmented frontal 
and parietal bones. 



FILLINGER: So we'll assume that maybe right here, this is the area of 
fracturing. So it would begin right in hare. 

ROFFMAN: And it extends off in the general direction of the entrance wound 
in the beck of the shill for a distance of 43ms. 

FILLINGER: That's a little bit incongruous, isn't it, because 45mm. is 
4.5cm., which is roughly -- which is less than 2 inches. 

ROFFMAN: It just extends in that general direction. 
FILLINGER: I see, for a distance of approximately 2 inches and than no more. 
ROFFMAN: It's about 8i wide, path of finely divided fragments. 
FILLINGER: These are thought to be metallic rather than bony? 
ROFFMAN: Oh, it's metallic, yes. 
FILLINGER: It is metallic? 
ROFFMAN: Yes, whet would this path indicate? 
FILLIP:GER: It shows to no that the projectile, whatever it is, Is shedding 

metal fragments. This, again, does not at all sound consistent with a jacketed 
bullet. 

ROFFMAN: Does it give any indication of the direction of the bullet? 
FILLINGER: You'd have to have a 3 dimensional--or at Least a 2 dimensional 

X-ray to be able to say the direction of the bullet. 
ROFFMAN: Now remembering that there is this 3cm. exit wound to the parietal 

bona, which is located at the crown of the head in the midline abut, does this 
path of fragments hold any more singificance because apparently it would be 
separated from the exit wound, this one exit wound at least. 

FILIANGER: Well, it shows to me that there may, number one, be a separation 
of the projectile into multiple fragments, that it may have struck the skull, 
shattering it and blowing it away and hX rebounding. If at the terminal end of 
this fragment path there is no projectile, then I'm very skeptical about what 
that path really is. 

ROFFMAN: Could it possibly be due to another bullet entering the ekull at 
approximately that location? 

FILLINCER: Where did it go? 
ROFFMAN: TO blow out part of this area. 
FILLINGER: Well, you have to find either whore--if you're going to have a 

tract of particles through the brain and it's going to be a bullet tract, then 
you have to either see or show where the bulllet exited or find the bullet, and 
from this description thie tract of particles goes into an area of the brain the 
terminal end of which there is not exit wound. This would lead, according to 
that description, down into the frontal area fo the brain, and there in no exit 
there in the front /N of the skull. 

ROFFMAN: Suppose at the tract there was a 7 by 2mm. lead fragment. 
FILLINGER: It could possibly the fragment sheered off of the main projectile. 
ROrFMNII: These finely divided frakments, can they curia Cron a zitlilory round? 
FULMER! Could be. 
ROFMAN: Are they characteristic of that? 
FILLINGER: No. 
ROFFMAN: Have you ever seen them from that? 
FILLINGER: Yes. 
ROFFMAN: Now, the skull is extensively fractured, with many, many complete 

fracture lines looms of which extend into the base of the skull to involve the 
right fossa--the anterior right fosse and the middle fossil in the midline. What 
does the presence of these fractures INNINNINE indicate, in the fosse? 

FILLINGER: Just a shattering, a series of fractures of a high velocity 
projectile of some type, probably if not Ham high velocity, certainly a great impact. 

ROFTHANt But they're not specifically characteristic of a part of the 
head struck? 

FULINGER: No. 
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ihere'e elee u 600d dlIA. of freAure to ti e.3 loft mld-
teeple region plus A fracture terouee the floor of ti-.e globo of the 
rieht eye, And the vemer is erus_ed. aottS V119 pettern of damage 
add qnyt!ar.T 

:bo o  except to sly net ti,;s1n there is a tremendous 
amount of for applied. to the seull to produce ell these frlotures. 

40174jAet Is tnis consistent with the Wee you expressed to me 
before about the emtel freeentn being embeeled in the exit wound? 

1111.11 Mot well, to a eertuin extent it .iay be exolA 
the t I wouldn't 'neve eepect.11 thew to be. tamale:ea, eet 	t;:is 
would deiend nn the tuee of projectile InvolvA. You certainly, 
from this deucrletion, ':eve e coneiderable nhettering of the skull. 

ROFFUNt It's very—extreeele shett ered. rhe eontours are 
noepletely dietorted. 

113ht. Ihis hem been prett) i e1l. frevemente4 e:; a 
ratter of riot, end aeain it spenkm for neee eart of a high velocity 
round, -1•1;3, of eeeree, '.rt tee erojeotlle in Jisinta.7:ratin;e, a certain 
tv:InAht, 	 enarev Le lost ia t'As le' .1":4 	 to 
iepect ara , 	 nere shattrInA., ;he.: te--sory, or .:curse, 
of soee'of the trPes of projectiles used, they do break down, or 
thef flatten out oriusing a greAter diselpntion of kinetic energy 
and :norm datme!m: 	they do this. 

:iov, of ooursi:,, there in u grelt deal of underlying; 
brerin doe au:Iodated with this wound, and the damage consists 
mainly of a front of oaok laceration of tne right hemisphere, a 
paresa6eitel lacer ion in tne for,;; of a wInal approximately 5 or 
6oul. deep eith at of tea "roof" of the eanal 40An3. the chief 
lose of ereia seeatelee is in the pew.eea 	fnere's also e 
eide 	 t; ^139 eordqn oollosum :ma the .;.;.!riu to tne tail. 
4hat doeA -:ich a lawerntlan 1Wileatei 

-I Nothing specific exce- A it's stnraoterintio of a 
bullmt tr ,14. 

ell really/ Is it Noo;lola th-lt teat'.: eerely contra- 
coep dr3 alit • r," 

;I.WF:d: Thet's directly essocieted with the rasa :0 of a 
Joul4 the--.would such A laceretion mean that the aleslie 

W1S trAvlIlln tegard the left el4e of the shill it is net-- 
No, yeu cn't any beoeune I don't know whore It 

teeel.neten. If the leeerritIon is perasmegitel and oonfla::,d to tha 
riTht 	 then nom (Isn't say If it's with to the left or 
sot. 	:Isn't know *itht 1.,le it was found pemseezltal. 

	

' 	• • -r 
t 	 t0 	:,4% the 

:,rain teern, ene 1.t is, of oourse, 7cri soft, teers '41aj ixtand down 
into the soft tisnee 	down. to the deeper ;,r, Otiose of the 
hrein better said, and they don't particulerly indionte the direction 
of the plAne of travel. 

:c0sP:;ANs NO49  specking in terms ef eontreecoup damage, there 
Is a good do .•1 of aubaraonnoid hemorrhage over tne left inferior • 
frontal end temporal regions with miner lord of cortex. Whet does 
teaks 	ee 	the thrust .1r the bullet? 

here's sub-ar-tohnold horr4A.7 as 	WhereY 
tiPt imft lnrrlor teA.)71.,,41 An:4 fre+Aal reeions. 

A Aothin,:. 
ething? 
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PIe.LINeez It says enlj that the tome: of the brain in 
0011.11, ene not at neetreecue, is beine driven foreard,.end the same 
thine would hol' true if the pereon rvd Palen on their face, for 
exleple. If 	fell on lu bens, end we saw hanorrhees like that, 
ee mieht expect to cell it eontre-soup or the opposite strIke. 

! 	with ell tie wounde you've deacribed Rnd the entrance wound in the ' 
of the skull, these Tire the relelt of the brain battle driven toward 
the front of the skull rind being bruised. On the left side it 
doesn't say nnything enre than that the brein hes also been banged 
ever to the left side hr the iepeot of tns projectile. 

iteFioPIAN: luppoee you—superiorly you sex t good dee,. of.s4b- 
erect-mold he enerheee to the .frontal lobe eel to the left parietel lone. 

PiLLINIP;et Iou've tOt henorrhege there?' ?rentel'Iohe end 
left perietel lohe, end this is sub-areoenold or is.it hemorrneee 
in the brein itself? • 

ReFFMAN4 sub-ftraehneld. 
'eLeeieeeet eubOaeachnoid. It aeein le juet cherecteristic 

of t%e coltre-oeue in 	tor: 4r4th ienine 104ff-1 eere,rd, beeelne 
on the edesc from the veloeley from beck to front.. 

hOPYAAN3 eat not speolfioally left-to riehtf 
ILLING,e; To a oertein extent I'm eure it's going to have te 

eove to the left becluse it's-  entrepped in its bony cele and this 
is the general forge. 

10017MANt - Well, you heve thiseethe'entrence wound.. 
FILerleqels On the right side and the exit wound on the' right 

side, end, of course, you have a partition dog the eiddlo celled 
theefalx cerebri which is e membrene ehieh seperetes pert of the 
healapheree end there's n certain neennt of erenuore eeioh oen be 
transeittei through this, of uourae, end the brein will shift from 
one side to the other, end it isn't goine to say very eaoh,more 
ebout the whole nitutation eeoept to strengthen your opinion that 
the back wee the entrence wound and tho brain w,s naturally, ns the 
Wien bullet easees through it, eoine to be frtven noeeehet to the 
left as well Qs to the right. It hi' e to expend soleweerm. 

ROFFWeit lo you would expect to see thra t type of damage then? 
TILLINeee: One could expect to gee it, but you don't always see it. 
ee?17MAN: eould you say that it is eossible for—V11 give you 

a hypothetioel situation,. You have R full jeok)ted ellit-ry'alsnile, 
copper elloy. jaoketed with a lead core fired et epproximetely 
2,000 feet ear scooni from a distenoe of !Newt 250 feet striking 
the hoed it the entranoe wound that we postulated. DO YOU think .  
it could or'ilAce that dweeee that we sew? 

. 	 e 1'.. 
-e,ee, le , etee velooley teens es. isle eeetelale 'Joao/ell thrt 
this cin ero:euce tnis kind of wound but-elet'e at our velocities 
here. It isn't even listed here. 6.5, right? It Isn't even avail-
able. a...) a0:6C3 it. 'muzzle velooity et 2,150 at 100 larde 1,930 
and the enerey in foot -pounds drops very mereedly nt 100 yerds fron 
1,690 et the euzzle dose to 1,315. That's for one type of load. 
.here are soars store hotter loads, and there are some much,hcitter 
loads. "'here's one euzele veloolty teat goes up to 3,e20, .rand some 
of thee eo ue to 3,950 which I conaider hieh 	 It's a 

velocity from whet you've given me. I teine test it's 
:Y7>113 1.11.1 that these UK injuries oneld be prodenld h_ this eertiouler 
mlee, hart I ~mull ee n little skeptic:Li of the ereekedeen of the 
eroj-otile its-lf, 
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ROFFMANI Would you any that the bree'-i down is more oonolotant 
Kith let's any it hunting round? 

10-iLLINGH: Yes, than R military round, I would say, of couroo, 
but it could none from o military round. 

AUFMAN: oo you think from the inforoation I've oivon you 
about the hood wounds that you Gould definatoly rule out the poosi-
bility of let's say anothso bullet, a hunttn tjpe bullet, even 
the kind used in varmint hunting, strikino the right front of the 
heed and explodtno on impact? 
r- 	FILLIN„000l well, you can't absolutely rule it :oat becouse 
you don't have all the skin. Prom what you've told mn and from the 
position of the treat displayod. in X•ruy, from the oosition of the 
bullet groove in the brain-- 

ILO??4,Oo: thi3 an on extremely aido loaaration. I don't even 
know if you would speolfloolly cull it a oroovo. 

FILLINOloot Well, we don't have anythino that iP intorseetino 
this. ,;k1 don't have another wound that's intorseotimo this tot 
prgYlmuqs 	laconoistont oottorn. It's unlilo trot joulro ooino 
to fl,ora toec comino in lo0 daorecs, ona ooln : in on oroov onl one 
following the opposite direction but the same pattern. There's 
nothing herd that suogoota there's a second round It all. 

.f.ven with the major loss or brain sabstonne in the 
parietal lobe? 

.Oo. 	 . . 
ROFTAAN: 'Could you aay though that, it absolutely rules it out? 

iretty much beaus oou soa, if you ha 'e one round 
fired, alol it shatters the skull, then you'va lost the reallianco 
and the rookstooloo to the oroilotila. 	the oedond prod satile, 
from ahatoonr anolo, is ooino to hove nuoh lass reA,stonce to 
strike, and the orooattilito of it either buino reoovered or at 
least leaving a tell-tale oositioo is much greater oeoause you don't 
nava the skull to shatter nod blow apart and be destroyed. 

RoO4.7.Oisos _suppose that it struok a portion of tht skull that 
wosn't lavolVod? 

FiloO.L1-; ..hen ,you'd certainly have an entranoe wound all 
through that totoll. 

OalrhAa: !;sett if tain Oar= let's say--are you fluaillar with 
varaint caliber bullets? 

Xas. 
Would tnis proluol an even entronoo hole if it 

Struck olootOing F.1.3 hard as the skull? 
loo-ol000lls Yore. it producs 9 saner .1--not no3osoortly oo 

' 	 - 
otri 	 -Loh lo 	 oo o,r 	 . 
poi t~, • 	• onoth.br hoel, And you don't hovo aay other holo: hero. 

ooOOO.: Oo4 'big a hole would you expect to find? 
FeILOINL'o,o; Vepende on tho'oallber. 
ODFFLiA. ; Lot's say a .22 oolibor. 
?ILLINO.11 Varmint rifle? It producoo a bolo that can be 

anywhere from 5mra up to a couple centimeter's. 
10177nA4: Could this become part--let's say it xis clOje 

enough to the arse of damogn here that it boo.mo ;sort of 'that. 
rPiLL1Nooa: Then you're ooing to have, numbor one, an Awful 

lot moro Oroin dov000e booauso it ha.arilt saffored ouch dam000 ootno 
through the skull. .when a s. all caliber high volocity orojactile 
strikes the brain, it oroduois s good deol of domooe. that's part 
of no 4-41 toey're doaionod, and .3roduolnE; all triis dataa,r.a, you're 
ooino to 'Iovo onothor troot throu0 thy sort tissuQs of the brain 
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which we've never oed d.3ecribed. 
ROFFMAN* 	o thee! vereint caliber bullets ethtelt exploeive 

efreote when the! strike solething z.s eerd ee tee e'eell? 
eILLINaens They een. 
RO?F7leet Could this heve R tendency to blow out evidence of 

damage thet it oreeted first? 
No: it wield elenify it. 

V';'i,',itA4s Is it difficult to oompletely inveetigete thee, type 
of 1-sieh veleoity !valet woends to the hoe d It ae eetepsy? 

iqL1.14(18 yes. 'Jou :rive to hove P lot of exnerienoe. and 
I've seen quite A few of them. 
XERI 

ReMAN: Le, you think it's poesible that If t'ec patholoeiut 
who arcs perforeing the autopsy wee not a forensic- eethologist, teat 
he could have elesed traome of another bullet striking the heed? 

FLLLIN,L;Rs Well, it's alwees possible but whet ha's described-- 
from ele aescription, even theuele he me,,' .'et mio4 	hl's describine,'. 

JleerleA eeearentle 	t!lor3uz,111.: !,-; 	 ead i don't 
know whet nee miseed. . Now anyone can mien anytning, really. it's. 
certainly open to qUestion. Assuming that he described everything, 
he Sews then he hes desoribed one gunshot eound. dhether he knows 
what he is describing or not is something else, of course. 

L0FFi;;AN4 ,Ild.like to nlk yon some things about Xerlys now. Do 
X-reys portray what they've --the leeel on thoe s the actual size 
of the image that was token? 

FILLINC.ji: No. 
A0FmYIAN: *let is tile nmount of varietion' 
FILLIN1-41 It depends on where the dente of focus is set. 

or example, if the death of foetus of the 	In sot to pick up a 
structure in the eiddle of the body, than interceedine stractures, 
for exam'le, would beet different magnifiontion than the point of 
focus. 3o will a structure which racy be on past the eeeint of fonue 
be it a different meenificetion, and no one cen seeoulete with nny 
decree of soourecy eheet the calibers of lorjectiles in X-reye-- 
the duplication of them. This has been demonstreted areund here 
prettr thoroughly. 

e;)FFMANs Then would you soy it's impo3sihlo to take an accurate 
meeueenent on an X-ray, let's say of a location of a wound? 

Whet you have to hive is sometnine else in that 
,t the same plane to use as a measuring stick. For exaMple, 

If toe wound is near a structure which you already know about the 
• pq. Ay. 	n,n,  M[1.10111.0 4..."1* 01.11.0 ^r, t;14..1 	fiiee.ee erect  

f•) 

of the structures test you' en 
a010FAANs I'll fidd a Little- sore d 

on a body—we'll ua the entrance wound 
the body you measure the distance from 
the heed to be 2.5cm., and you teem an 
the head, and on the X-ray the dietenee 
wound is 2.5em., and then on the x-ray 
the occipital protuberance to the wound 
4ould your 100em. meesurement 	vend 

ILLIIC3a: ProbAble mould beceuse 
same plane. Now, this would not ba vel 
shown on the X-ray unless the fragment 
surface of the etcoll tent you Xerlyed. 

eta 11 to thet. Let'a eey 
to the heed-- let's say on 

that wound to the midlina,  or 
anterior-posterior X-rey of 
from the eidline to the 
yell measure the distenoe from 
And find that it's 100em. 
then? 
you're telkine about the 

la for lee:wring a fregment 
eern on the same elane en the 
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vasAiLvoletava.a.kiswoevasse:0■44 ' eke te'letteeeeeke 

leeeeMeNs Is it loceible thet certein eubstences of which bkil bullets are made will not show on X-reyT 
eielleeees : don't :mow of any bullet thRt's ir,de of anyteine oxoedt some of the elestIo roundo--experimentel rounds--thet would leave at best only a shadow. 
eeeleeee: Let's Bey a copper jacket from a bullet. PIee/leeves cure. 
LerReAN: It eould seow. Is it possible that hone eould mesk metal fraemente? 
PILLINeEn8 A metal fraenent o,n b3 behind 44 bone. If the X-rays are not very carefully taeen it might to the entretned eye not ee ohserved, but to a trained observer, nerefully taken X-rays, it would he eecause there(s 9 difference in density between the metal and the bens. 
eeeeYAN: 4111 this qary with dleferent kinds of Tetal, let's Prey bottwen lead end copper? 

$ Not tnIt -won. 11Rtasen 'L.c't I Arli i0110 it 41.11 very eacuuse 3o:::‘.3 bones ;irk, ,lora donee than others. 
eeePIPMANI Row about the spine? 
PILLIIMAs It's more dense but not a dense its meta. ROPONAN: I'd like to eo beck to whet .vs discul3sed xibout the nook wounds. I oust ,)rofvlsa muoh curio sty with them, and Ism • awfully nuzzled by what they indleAta. 'Lou wive t.hut teak wound which la an entrance wound, The hIntoloEloR1 slIdos of it did shoo coegulltlon necrosis, end there imc 3 well defined zone of abr-eion around it. it wes a very reeular se Both wound, end you oleo have that wound to the front or the neoe which N'lti emall,:r than the wound to the beak or the neck plus all the demsze inside thlt I described. Nov, et tht eutoesy, efforts to probe this wound were futile beyond about an inch. 
7ILeelNee—a That's always a poor thins to do anyway, %(.'1771ANs Of course, the traot w-sn't dIss,/ctAs sow, is it possible that a bullet could he entered that point and gone through the neck, just the soft tissues of the neck, nni wxited through the front of the nlce? 
eeeLIN02e: Yes. 
:M'"?4IAN, Is the relative size of the noles--the enund in the beck with the mergtnel nbresion would be approxlmatele 10 by 7ma., end the wound in the front with the "Lissom damR..7e," becluen T. ean't seecifloelle d.'screbe it ee marelnel ebreeion, weule ee eny- ehere fro:1 '4• to 	in diameter. 

L*; 	 t:tad o  anen wtk!:4 	ti eeune in front measured? 
ihe round in front Nes merkeufed approximately 15 to 20 minutee after reoeivine it. 

PILLIWi-A; Noe whet I'm thinking of W134 tee wound in front distorted byline certein proceedare? 
eOFFMAUs Not then it wee first measured. 
PILLINeee: It wee teesured. Then if it w 	flret emewared I then it would have to have been neesured wells--before the eurgeonN sterted work on it. I would question the validity of the meesurement in this eartiouler instenca because I don't t!:1::k anybody is t,:tinT.; Raour-te ne7,surements of wound when you're tryine to Belie eomebodyis life. 
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40FrilAN: But it's generally extrenely smell punctate wound. FILLINSieet eall, I would certainly won1er whether the wound that you're _looking nt end enllinE an exit wound is in feet the exit wound or the orojeotile or whether it's a s000ndery missile, fragment of the Oullet that's being blown out. d-FFMAN: Ooes this have any more . significenee with the feet that there were eatal fragments in the flack/ FILLISSA light. 
ho you think that sever d1 small metallic fragment-, and thst's the Ilk= best description 1 can give you, would account for the inejor part of tee aiselle? FILLINI.Lhs Can't tall. You'd have to weigh them. hh:47hit. 	Cen any infereeeea oe drawn st all from the informetion I deve you? 

No, only that it has fragmented which would make me very suspicious of where it all went. i8 it eosuielu that Z. hellete ontere-2 	 regi.)h, one fros 	es, one freh in front? PILLIiis You have to demonstrate 2 tracts sera another exit somewhere. 
rieeViiAN: sell, this Is assuming that neither one exited. :'IL sIlL;ZH: well, if you have enough hrojectiles dispersed around in the course of 2 tracts, one'could ;.resume this, but you're gains to have to have something to nulke it break up, peed a military projectile, of course, is a oretty wood sized projectile, but it usually doesn't totally disintegrate. A major portion of it is alsoat inveriably found somewhere. it way frngment bet you'll hew: a core which will usually he recovered somewhere. it.)Vi7hAA: A core of s bullet will be recovered? .tither that or it goes on out. ::01311N NI Is it n1 all oogaible that the wound In bqck daXial could bo an exit wound? 

PILLING:..:; .ith the coeeulation neorosis I don't think that that is much of a possibility. IMPFIlegs These are pictures from a Movie film taken nt eresident Kennedy's assassination. One is ilmedietely before he ilea-struck IXIAKIXXXAct, 	 • In the head, end the bottom one is no he wee being struck in the head. ?ram the damage that you sea occurring there, a:no/au tell anythine -.bout the tepe of eounds that he's recelvIne? 

._Lp 	 1,toL,4rm, of oeuree, eight suggest that thhti s head injury. It's eiffieult to really lance his head in thnt floah of red. I can only -presume that this is the major distraetion of the right side of the skull, and more you can't say from that. From the top picture, it would Indiciate thit he's leenine to one side probably havin3 been struck by another projectile. He'n not assuming a normal position ns I would expect. The second would sue-43 1 st that the second round fired wee probably the heed shot---very accurately fired. 
whhe'/.A'.2 Let's nsnnue also--in fact I can show you pictures not es clesr qs this--es he's struck in the heed, in the frame there--between thong two frames he's driven forwArd a -cut 2 inchole and immedintlly-- 

2 Uriven or fellen? 
;'riven. 
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MLIN;,:.A Fig, is driven forward? 
ee??;-:Aa; .Yes, 
FILLING 	Why is he--how do We know th'it he is driven? aOFFMAN: If yo' observe the fill, in the frame imetdietely preeeedine this KAI he's in that leaning outer position, and as the bullet strikes his heed--es you see that explosione-he's moved forward to about 2 inches, a little bit over 2. Inches. FiLreiNJees I don't think you could mmesure it, out go ahead. dOirMANI: aell, it hos been measured in relation to fixed points on the car. 
eiLeIN‘',-es You oan measure 2 inches from a distance kNeielik4 where that file w.,e shot, maybe 30 feet froa the car. I think your points of trieneuletion are going to be eretv eoeegone tight. eWiWANT: ihIs is the sequence of frames. If you see the film in motion, you'll see that after he juts forty rd for that one instant, he immedietely, in 'feet in the next frame artar this, here, he immediately snaps beekwerds. It's vary violent the bee/sward movement. FILLINel Well, you're telkine about soem very eistorted things. You're t 10AnT .15rIat his elvements. Yeu've vino have to realize Chet the or is moving with a certain velocity as well. ROFFMAN: Well, the or was ervotng at a steady rote so it ween't ketually eeeelereting. 
FIL7ING-!: Now, what about the motion or the camera operetor? ROFFMAN.* The e-mera operator moven-- 
FULLMER: 90's panning, but we don't knoe how steedy his hand le, so that any slight movement he %ekes, even breathing, will eroduee a distortion, 
aCW;;AU: Yes, but I think really--it's shams you can't see the film because it-- 
FILLINe: I have seen it. 
aGFnANs oh, you have? When did you see it? 
FILLINGils In danhington. 
UJPFMANs .ieve you ,gone into this at all? i'e surprized to hear that. 
eiLLINGhd: .Ihy? 
40PIP1AN: I wesn't ne er°.  that you heA. 
PIL;ANC44: Oh yes, it's peen pretty broadly disoussed among . forensic patholoeiste, and there's quite en article, you Lenora in our Journal of Forensic .1elenoes. It's been really hacked to pieoes by Cyril 4eoht who wrote quite a long dissertntion on It, Jeveral of the firearms experts have been at it. the bullets from this eese rove been brought here to Philedelehie for examlnetion. -hey were examined hers by an expert who wes flown le from %!V.ie,rrm, 

I 	 . 
ween't the imereenion th:t. I got. I'll admit that there's elation there, and I have ha rd this discuesed, and I don't think--in ay on mind it's not oonelusively shown that he is, in feet, impelled forward and then repelled bet swards. There seems to be lotion there, but I think that just the sheer blurring of the contour of the body in the shot with the blood around the head, for example, would ereolede me saying that he has loved one way or the other to that extent. 

Li.oFFAN: eseueing that--I guees you'll ORV5 to teke this hypothetioelly- that he does jut forward for thet instance rind then Is thrown foresbly beekearde in n very violent eoLlon. eo you think that this coulee euegest the ooesibility of 2 shots utrikltu him in that lhsthco? 
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FILLINDIRI It could suggest it, but I see nothing to sustain it. Realizing 

that persons who are shot, even head dots, are not necessarily moved that much 

by the impace of the projectile. You'll see this in combat. I was in World War it 

and I've seen a pretty fair share of number of people get shot, and some rounds 

will displace the body depending on where the bullet strikes, but I have omen 
fellows get shot and you didn't even know they were hit. It didn't oven look 

like they had moved. 
ROFFMAN: You have a pretty good picture of the damage done to the head. 

FILLINOIR3 Right, and he has quite a bit of damage on the head. This impact 

of this projectile might well—I'm sure wouldn't displace his head. But whether 

it displaces his whole body forward, I would be quite a bit in doubt. The bead 

sits on kind of a loose pedestal, and the head may move, but that doesn't mean 

it's going to impel the whole body. They heed Any have moved but th000 films 

don't show anything about the fim at all. 
ROF/MAN: is it possible--now, here's something interesting. There wan also 

a acs. area of bruising located on the mapersternal notch. Is it possible that 

his head was driven so far down when it was struck from tho roar that it hit the 

chest in this area strong enough that the chim bruised it? 
FILLINOICR: I don't think so. 
ROP/MAN: Could it possibly snap forwards as far as it can go and than snap 

becbmards as a sort of a contre-coup movement? 
111.1.1NOER: Could it have done so? I don't know why it would. There's 

01111111111 nothing to elastic the bead bank, but tho heed may have suung forwerd 

as it was struck. It's quite possible, but there's nothing to indicate that it 

was snapped beck. There is no reason for it to snap back. The eusculature is 

not a taughtly drawn rope that would snap it backunrds. it wouldn't snap back-

wards. I don't think that's an explanation at all. 
ROFFMAN: Dow about pivoting of the head? 
FILIANGBR: From aide to side? Well, again, we have balancing muscles, and 

because the muscle is pulled in one direction, that doennit mean that the other 

muscle has to pull it right back. 
ROFFMAN: Oh, yes. I understand that. 
FULINCER: I don't t think that it would. 
ROFFMAN: How about the force that =cured when the—from the explosion out 

of the right side of the heed. Would the force of that etplosion itself be 

enough to propel the bead to the left? 
FILLING /Zs Weil, realizing that we're talking about force—we're talking 

about the bullet striking the bead, and that is the movement of force. What 

blows out of the heed is a very small component force compared to whit hit the 
head. What hit the heed Is where the major kinetic energy is expended, and the 

head may be driven forward. What's blown out of the Side of the head in nothing 

more, arse or lope, than the °nit, and it's roeistin3 cl:;ciAst sir. -ne' thnt's 

not blowing back. That's not an explosive force per so; that's only a rupture of 

soft tissue, and that's not an explosive force occurring in there that's going 

to drive the bead to ens side. 
ROFFMAN: Here's something interesting. Abaft 10 minutes after the assassi- 

nation, some pieces of brain matter were found about 120 feet in front of the 

President--in front of the position he was when he was shot in the head, and if 

you examine the file--it doesn't include it in here—Lot that matter was there 

immediately after the head shot. In other words, it wasn't carried there after 

the assassination. Do you think that brain matter could be driven that far ahead 

from a shot? 
FILLINGS:RI I wouldn't think so. 
ROFFMAN: Would it need something more firm in it to propel it? 
FULMER: I would think so. 
ROMAN: Could it be either bullet or bone? 
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FILLINGER: No. 
ROFFMAN: How would you explain it getting there, then? 
FILLINGER: I can't. I don't know what the wind was doing that day. 
ROFFMAN: It was blowing in the opposite direction. 
FILLINGER: Even all the more reason why not. I could show you some close-up 

gunshots wounds of the head, and we have them here, with a larger caliber, very 
short distance, and the brain wos blown at the most maybe 20 feet, at the most. 

ROFFMAN:lf it was--let's say it was brain matter attached to a piece of 
skull or that contained a bullet fragment, would that have the ballistic properties 
to carry it that far? 

FILLINGER: Well, it might carry it, but afterall, what!a it going to hang 
on to? Brain is pretty soft and mushy, and it's got to hang on to a piece of 
bone not only flying through the air but buffeting R wind XX in the opposite 
direction. I don't know how big these fragments were but I'd be very skeptical. 

ROFFMAN: They were about the size of half a fist. 
FILLINGER: Half a fist? That's a hell of a big piece of bone. 
ROFFMAN: No, this is brain, IIHNNEEN chunks of brain matter. 
FILLINGER: I think the measurements might be a little off. 
ROFFMAN: I'm just basing this on pictures that I've seen of it. 
FILLINGER: I would say the measurements are off. When you consider that 

much brain which is pretty good sized soft glob sailing through the air. Not at 
100 feet, and that's a long ways to go. I can't even throw a brain that far. 

ROFFMAN: I'm very interested that you've studied this to a certain extent. 
FILLINGER: Why? It's a natural thing. 
ROFFMAN: As an expert, I would be interested in your opinions on what 

you've seen to far. 
F/LLINGER: It's difficult to give them because some of the information 

that / have I can't exclude out of my decision, and some the information / have 
can't be made public. 

ROFFMAN: Oh really? 
FILLINGER: Yes. So I con only say that it's a very comple:c case and that 

I am not totally satisfied with the results, but I can't say any more than that. 
ROFFMAN: Can you tell 74 where you were given information EU that you 

can't divulge? 
FIUME!: No. 
ROFFMAN: E4ve you seen the autopsy material? 
=ANGER: Material? 
ROFFMAN: Yes. 
FILLINGER: I have seen some reports. 
ROFFMAN: But you haven't seen the photographs and X-rays? 
=ANGER: I have seen some pictures. 
R0171,1'04: Of President Kennedy/ 
ILLINGZR: No, not of him, of some of the materint. 
ROFFMAN: Have you read the report of Dr. Humes? 
FILLINGER: Of who? 
ROFFMAN1 Dr. Humes. 
FILLINGER: No. I've only read--officially, I've only read the pbblished 

reports. 
ROFFMAN: You mean the Warren Report? 
FILLINGER: Right. 
ROFFMAN: Are you aware of the Clark Panel, the panel who examined the 

X-ray material? 
FILLINGER: (nod yes) 
ROFFMAN: Have you read their report? 
FILLINGER: Only that which is published. I said for 1111 publication and 

for general knowledge, the only that I can say I have read is (interruption for 
about 5 minutes) 
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ROFFMAN; The reports of the Clark Panel have been made public. In fact, 
I have copies of them. So that's a disclosure that I can assure you you don't 
have to worry about. Ramsey Clark released it on the eve of the trial to get 
the autopsy photographs for the New Orleans trial. Have you compared the report 
of the Clark Panel to the report that was ps published by the Warren Report as 
the official sup autopsy report? 

ReKKKEK 
rulamm No. 
ROFFMAN: Are you familiar with the single bullet theory? 
FILLINGER: Now which theory--you mean the single bullet through the neck, 

second bullet through the head theory where this is the one that goes through 
and hits, Con---what's I his name? 

ROFFMAN: Connally. Well, the theory specifically is that this one bullet 
from the type of rifle that I specified went through the President's neck, and 
you have the picture of damage, and then went into Governor Connally, through 
his chest hitting his fifth rib and shattering 10cm. of it, through his right 
'mist frpcturing--causing a complete fracture of the right radius, and into his 
tea femur depositing about a 3mm. fragment into the body of the femur. Have 
you seen the bullet that's alleged to have this? 

FILLINOKR: I've seen pictures of it. 
ROFFMKN: You haven't seen the actual bullet? 
FILLINGER: No. 
ROFFMAN; Do you think this is possible? 
FILLINGER: I think it's very unlikely. 
ROFFMAN: Have you ever seen a bullet, this type of bullet, hit a bone and 

not show any evidence at all of having hit a bone where its lands and grooves are 
completely intact? 

FILLINGER: Yes. 
ROFFMAN: I'll have to compound that to where it's alleged to hage hit at 

least 3 bones. 
FILLINGER: Well, number ono, I haven't seen that many 6.5 wounds, and, 

of the ones I have seen, they are some of them produced by different types of 
projectiles. So I can't really say, but I think it is unlikely that a jacketed 
projectile is going to hit 3 bones and not be damaged. One bone, it's quite 
possible that the lands and grooves to the naked eye, let me emphasize that-- 

ROFFMAN: This is even to microscopic examinationn. 
FILLINGER: Well, microscopic examination-- I don't know that the report 

really says that. It doesn't *X say what king of damage it is. 
ROFFMAN: This is in the testimony of ballistics expert Robert Frazier. He 

testified that under microscopic examination, the lands and grooves were not 
distorted at all except for a slight dent in the base of the bullet which did not 
cetnn/ly disrupt the lands and 3rooves, it only moved then slightly. 

FILLINGER: Well, this is unlikely. It's very unlikely, as a matter of fact, 
Sven cur own ballistics people here don't get that kind of good lucp. 

I was going to look to see where I've got ny copy--You've e'en Cyril Wischt's 
dissertation on this thing, right? 

ROFFMAN: In His Seconds in Dallas? 
FILLINGER: No; this is the one he wrote for the Academy. 
ROFFMAN: l'e not sure if I have unless it's a reprint. I know that 

Dr. Wecht was very critical of the Warren Report. 
FILLINGER: Of some portiGns of it. There are some portion') of the Warren 

report which are absolutely fantastic, absolutely fantastic. 
ROFFMAN: Which are they? 
FILLINGER: The questioned documents. They did an absolutely fantastic job. 

(tape cut for about 5 minutes) 
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ROFFMAN: It's It a very interesting point that Dr. Wecht makes about 
controlling the pathologists. 

FILLINGER: The government controls eveything it does. 
ROFFMAN: So, in other words, if the pathologists found something that they 

as forensic pathologists had the duty to report as part of a complete autopsy 
report, and the government did not want that released, they have the power to-- 

FILLINGER: Well, this holds true in any kind of case. For example, I may do an autopsy for a state- New Jersey, and my findings are priviledged and 
MAW available only to the state authorities. Now, the defense counsil can't come in and ask se for them unless the state releases them. Newspapersreporters don't have them available to them at all, and the same thing holds true here. 
A civilian pathologist in a hospital might be less inclined to respect the 
condifentialLty concerning a medical-legal case, and, of course, one of this 
magnitude even more so. The pressures would be just tremendous on MX him. At Ii least the military gave them some control over the security of the information 
available. As a matter of fact, it was such tight control that NI some of the 
material is never going to be seen for a long time. It's tucked away for 
100 years or more or so over in the Archives. 

ROFFMAN: This is mostly documents. The autppsy material supposedly will 
be available to experts--non-government experts--in 1971, and there's still 
efforts being made now to get them. 

Ft/LINGER: Well, what autopsy material is there still leftI1? Mow much 
of it's MAX already been destroyed? His notes were certainly destroyed. 

ROFFMAN: The thing is, Humes' notes were not destroyed. Humes' original 
autopsy draft was destroyed. He spectated before the Commission that what he 
burned was a draft of the autopsy that he wrote on Sunday morning. 

FILLINGER: Why did he burn that? 
ROFFMAN: We don't know. The Commission didn't ask him. 
FILLINGER: That's right. They didn't. Do you know who asked him the 

questions? 
ROFFMAN: Specter. 
FILLINGER: Right. You'd have to go over and talk to Specter about it. 
ROFFMAN: I did. 
MUNGER: What did he say? 
ROFFMAN: Re couldn't tell me. 
FILLINGER: He couldn't tell you? 
ROMAN: No. 
FILLINGER: Did he want to tellyou, orhe didn't know the answer/ 
ROFFMAN: I don't know. Mr. Specter seamed pretty evasive. I was pretty baffled by the interview that I had with him, because I came there with many, 

many doubts, and I left there with twice as much. But the sets of notes which were made durin,3 the autopsy are stilt in e:Astence. 
FILLINGER: I don't know that anybody's ever really established that, have they? ROFFMAN: They were supposedly introduced into the record. b.t tply don't 

appear in any of the Commission exhibit*. 
FILLINGER: Thetis right; they don't. Makes you wonder whether they were 

really those notes. What about the notes of the FBI men/ He took notes. His 
notes didn't jibe with the pathologist's notes. Where are those notes? 

ROFFMAN: I know. I'm sure a search has been =de of the Archives ',rut-- 
FILLINGER: Oh, they wouldn't be in there because everybody knows what 

went into the Archives. 
ROFFMAN: But there's still--there's classified things in the Archives and 

there's things that are misproperly filed. You'd be amazed at the things that 
have WOMEN turned up in the wrong files. 

FILLINGER: In the Archives about Kennedfes? 
ROFFMAN: Of course, I can't-- 
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FILLINGER: I don't think it's about Kennedy stuff, maybe it is, but I 
would think that's all in one packet. I've been through the Archives nuite a bit. 

ROFFMAN: Oh, there's--I think there's something like 3,000 cubic feet of 
documents on Kennedy. 

'MINCER: Well, that's not so big. 
ROFFMAN: Thereto a fantastic amount. The organisation is supposedly 

ettroeious on this part. 
FILLINGER: Well, I can see where it's going to take a good many years to 

have it all properly catalogued with all the little fragments and papers, but the 
critical material on him can't encompass MUM more than maybe, you know 2 dozen 
file cabinets or 3 dozen file cabinets. The actual critical-- 

ROMAN: I mean it's misfiled. 
FILLINGER: Is it misfiled or they just don't want to make it available 

or anything? 
ROFFMAN: I don't know. 
FILLINGER: (referring to Wecht's article in the Journal of Forensic Sciences) 

There's some more comments here. "II RN Two of the three pathologists who per- 
formed the autopsy were not forensic pathologists." That's, of course, Commander 
Effuses and Commandir Bagwell, and Colonel Pierre Finck was called in, and his (Wecht) 
states that "he is a well trained and very competent forensic pathologist." I 
can only say that Colonel Finck's training has been almost exclusively military. 
He's been with the AFIF which means that he is not out on the scene investigating 
at first hand freshly shot bodies. He is reviewing material submitted to him by 
other pathologists, and that his expertise lies in this area, and that he is not 
an expert, practical, homicide type of forensic pathologist. He has a lot of 
military experience with some types of military calibers. His forensic training 
is essentially military training. 

ROFFMAN: What bearing do you think this all has on the autopsy itself, though? 
FILLINGER: Oh, I think number one that we're not only seeing descriptions 

of things, which anyine can draw conclusions from, but we're also seeing conclusions 
drawn from the descriptions, and one can only cahllange the conclusions. 

ROFFMAN: Isn't it possible, though, that these men, because they weren't 
specifically trained for this job, could have missed observations that would be 
significant and therefore did not record theme 

FILLINGER: It's a matter for speculation, and I wouldn't speculate on it. 
ROFFMAN: I'll give you an example because it's something that's not secret, 

it's something that has been released, and it's something which I view as consider- 
ably important. Commander Humes testified before the Warren Commission explicitly 
that be and the radiologist reviewed the X-rays of the President's neck and that 
there was no metallic fragment. in there. Now, the Clark Panel saw those X-rays, 
and they write in their report as plain as day that there are several metallic 
fra:7,ments in the neck. 

FILLINGER: My first question would be when did Commander Humes and the 
radiologist review the X-rays? 

ROFFMAN: During the autopsy. 
FILLINGER: Well, then it's very understandable that they wouldn't see 

then because it's a wet reading, and wet readings frequently do not chow very 
fine detail. 

ROFFMAN: So they could have missed them, than? 
FILLINGER: Could have missed them very easily. I've had it happen many, 

many times in practice where the radiologist says "I don't see a fracture here, 
but it's a wet reading; we'll see how it looks tomorrow when it's SR dry," and 
then you'll XIMIXSIPCXXIME~(11KRXILUX pick up a hairline fracture. 

ROFFMAN: How about things like radio-opaque material like metallic ffragments? 
?MINCER: If itls obscured behind a bony structure maybe skull-- 
ROFFMAN: In this case it wasn't. 
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FILLINCER: Well, then I can't explain it. 
ROFFMAN: You see, things like that are very distressing about the autopsy because you wonder just how much we've been told, how much we can know about the President's wounds-- 
FILLINGER: As a matter of fact, what you've just told me doesn't bear up hero with this Warren Report commentary. Now, it says "The X-rays and body photo-u graphs were made by pathologists (Document #23), turned over to a Secret Service agent immediately after they were taken presumably by the pathologist. Althoubb they may have seen the developed X-rays and films later did not have them in their possession at the time of thett testimony ( note Document 24)." 
ROFFMAN: Commander Humes testified before the Commission that they did examine them during the autopsy. The pictures were not developed, but the X-rays were, and they wore used during the autopsy. 
FILLINGER: It says "The films and pictures were not presented to the Warren Commission." 
ROFFMAN: They're not in the Warren Commission's evidence, no. 
FILLINGER: Right, "and it has been stated that they were destroyed." 
ROFFMAN: I don't know whether it's possible or not. Now, the Panel Report is an eloamination of this material, and, I might add, not all of it. 
FILLINGER: Obviously, because some of it's destroyed. How would they know? ROFFMAN: Not the picturem and X-rays. 
Rm 
=INGER: That's wept it says here. "The films and pictures"-- "It has been stated that they were destroyed. it is not clear who destroyed them or when and where El they wore destroyed." 
ROFFMAN: You'll sea in the inventory of the materials when it was turned over to the Archives that some of the rolls were over-exposed to the extent that they didn't beer pictures. 
FILLINGER: Well, obviously because--one of the reasons probably would be because they were taken by the persons who weren't experts if they were taken by the pathologists. 
ROFFMAN: They were taken by a medical photographers 
FILLINGER: This doesn't say that at all. This may be just a compendium or A IIMMIalry. 
ROFFMAN: If you read Dr. Humes' testimony you'll see that they were taken by a medial photographs*. 
FILLINGER: And that he did the developing? Now, who did the developing? ROFFMAN: They NI were turned over the the M Secret Service undeveloped. The X-rays were developed, though. 
FILLINGER: Well, there the answer is. 
ROFFMAN: There's another point, too. Commender Hunco testiflee before the CoL::!.ecion that he could accert.:An no trccco of the anterior neck wound on the tracheotomy incision, and it's written as plain as day in the Warren Report that the tracheotomy incision completely obscured any traces of the anterior neck wound. FILLINGER: Well, my next euestion is has anyone who said that ever seen a neck wound with a tracheotomy in it? 
ROFFMAN: I don't know. Have you? 
FILLINGER: Yes. 
ROFFMAN: What does it look like? 
FILLINGER: Wel!, it varies from wound to wound. I could show you 100 wounds and everyene is different. 
ROFFMAN: Will it obliterate the wound? 
FILLINGER: It could. Again, were they XX looking for it? 
ROFFMAN: According to the official IX story, they were because they were supposedly IBM seriously entertaining a path through the neck which they could not probe and which they did not dissect,— 
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FILLINGER: Well, there you've just said, of course, the most critical thing of the whole autopsy. 
ROFFMAN: That they didn't dissect? 
FILLINGER: Didn't dissect the tract, and you have to dissect a tract. 
ROFFMAN: They said that they were puzzled because there was no wound there. FILLINGER: Well, you have to dissect the tract to find it, right? 
ROFFMAN: But they thing is the Panel saw these pictures, and they say there IA a wound there. They say that there is a tracheotomy incision with a wound on top of it. 
MUNGER: How can they tell that from pictures? 
ROFFMAN: This is what they write in their report. 
FILLINGER: And who on the panel made the conclusion? No one who was a 

pathologist or a forensic pathologist. 
ROFFMAN: This is written in the Panel Report. 
FILLINGER: Then none of them are experts in E% this field. 
ROFFMAN: The panel doctors.-one of them was Russell Fisher. Is he an expert? FILLINGER: Yes: he's a forensic pathologist, right. 
ROFFMAN: And Russell Morgan. 
FILLINGER: He's not. 
ROFFMAN: Alan Moritz 
FILLINGER: He is, but he hasn't done an autopsy for maybe 20 years. 
ROFFMAN: And--the radiologist was Russell Horgan, and William Cates. FILLINGER: Who? 
ROFFMAN: William Carnes. 
FILLINGER: Never heard of him. Where's he? 
no 
ROFFMAN: Now he's at the University of California. 
FILLINGER: C...IA-R-N-E-S? I don't think he's a forensic pathologist. (Check-ing the list of members of Academy of Forensic Sciences). 
ROFFMAN: They write in their report-- 
FILLINGER: He's not a forensic pathologist. He's not even a member of the Forensic Academy. So the only guy of those four you've mentioned is Russ Fisher and Moritz, and as I say, Moritz did his last medical-legal autppey 15 years or so--before I started training for Legal medicine. 
ROFFMAN: This is one of the reports released by Ramsey Clark of the Panel. FILLINGER: Yes, I know. Why was Ramsey Clark's panel even convined? ROFFMAN: That I do not know. 
FILLINGER: It's an interesting political ploy. Now, why was the autopsy report so thoroughly censored? 
ROFFMAN: You mean before it was issued by the Warren Report? 
FILLINGER: Well, yes: lnnr before tint-It, before it 	releeed by the 

President's physician. 
ROFFMAN: How do you mean? 
MUNGER: There are tots of items in that autopsy report that aren't there from when Humes first dictated them. 
ROFFMAN: Such as? 
FILLINGER: The description of the adrenals. 
ROFFMAN: How do we know that he actually dictated that? 
FILLINGER: He's a pathologist, and every pathologist always  dictates 

adrenals. Why would he describe the head? Because there is a head. The President was known to have adrenal disease. It was a very critical part in the whole autopsy protocol. 
ROFFMAN: Couldn't that be considered a touchy point? 
FILLINGER: Sure, it's a touchy point. It's every bit as touchy as the gunshot wounds. 
ROFFMAN: What else is there omitted? 
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FILLINGER:. That's one of the main things. There's not a very good description or tne coronary arteries. 
ROFFMAN: What would the lack of description of the coronary arteries indicate? 
FILLINGER: Sloppy work or doctoring the report, and I think the report 

has been altered in several cases in several arias. 
ROFFMAN: You do think the report has been altered? 
FILLINGER: And so does everybody else. So does he. So does anybody-• any 

pathologist who's examined the autopsy protocol knows that it's been fiddled with 
and probably by several people. 

ROFFMAN: I'm surprised to hear you say that as an expert. I have reason 
to suspect it, of course-- 

FILLINGER: Well, it's--Wecht says it in his report, too. Everybody's 
picked it up right away because everybody was looking for it, and everbody 
wondered why it went through the President's physician and then came out apparently 
changed. That general assumption has been played with by more then one person. 

ROFFMAN: Suppose Humes was ordered by his superior officer not to include 
that in the final draft' 

FILLINGER: That's quite possible. Suppose he was ordered by his superior 
officer not to include or to include certain other things which might or might 
not fit the theory that was propounded by the government? 

ROFFMAN: I can tell you--it's partially condifentail--but Colonel MEM 
Finck has admitted that they were ordered to insert the mord "presumably" in the 
autopsy report in reference to the wounds. What does this do to their report? 

FILLINGER: I think it encourages them to be a little more cautious in 
their pronouncements because of their lack of experience. Was Colonel Finck' 
very cooperative? 

ROFFMAN: How do you MMMR mean? 
FILLINGER: Did he answer all your questions? 
ROFFMAN; Oh, I haven't talked to Colonel Flock. 
FILLINGER: Oh, why don't you go down and talk to him? 
ROFFMAN: Would he talk to me? 
FILLINGER: I. don't know. You can call him and Ask him. He's not a hard 

gdy to talk to. 
ROFFMAN: I would like to. 
FILLINGER: Yeah. He's RUM down in Washington or was a few months ago 

when 1 saw him last. Sure. Go down and talk to him or talk to his superiors. 
ROFFMNA: 1 Y I can't, I know someone who would. 
FILLINGER: I don't know how much he'll tell you because, of course, he's 

still in the military, and, of course, he's been sworn. He can't reveal certain 
items. 

ROFFMAN: Well, Colonel Finck testified in the New Orleans tr±mt of Clny 
and his testimony was very guarded. Ho would only any certain things, and 

some cf the things he did say certainly lead me to be very suspicoue, even more 
suspicious than I MUM was before. 

FILLINGER: Suspicous of what? 
ROFFMAN: The autppsy proceedings and the autopsy report and the integrity 

of the entire thing. 
FILLINGSR: Well, everybody has known this. It's not really a big secret. 

Anybody who;s done any studying of thy whole report things the whole thing is a 
big ha-ha. 

ROFFMAN: A big whet? 
FILLINGER: A big ha-ha. 
ROFFMAN: If you talk to Arlen Specter, you'd get the opposite impression. 
FILLINGERI Well, naturally, becuase he's the guy MI that put it together, 

and who wants to see their RAW own cake smashed? And he was given an order, and 
you have to realize one thing too: out of all those people on the Warren Com-
mission and all the people who were involved in this whole investigation, only 
one guy did the work. That was Specter. He did the whole damned thing from top 
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to bottom. He's naturally been friven right out of his skull. He had certain 
guidelines he had to follow, and he put the whole thing together. When there 
were ixteen, ixteen lawyers of all kinds of fame, and he at that time was an 
unknown young guy, and all the famous ones reniged and didn't contribute at all, 
and this whole God-damned report from top to bottom was put together by him. 
Ho did all the interrogating, all the questioning, the assembling of all the facts. 

ROFFMAN: You mean in this area of-- 
FILLINGER: In the whole thing. Not only the medical--the medical thing 

is just a small facet of the whole operation. 
ROFFMAN: Well, Specter didn't question every witness. 
FILLINGER: Most of them ho did. When you go through the Report, if you'll 

check the Question and answer slots, you'll find that he did most of the question-
ing of witnessea. Oswald's widow. 

ROFFMAN: Well she was also examined by Assistant Mal= Council Rankin. 
FILLING R: Right. A few others came in. Some of the members of the board 

asked her a few questions. Sho got off very lightly. Very interestinly, no one 
in the whole investigation was ever interviewed by a psychiatrist. They didn't 
find out anything about his behavior Ng patterns. 

ROFFMAN: Who, Oswald's? 
FILLINGER: Yes. 
ROFFMAN: Do you have any views on OswnId's innocence or guilt? 
FILLINGER: No. 
ROFFt4ANi Have you read any material pertinent to this that wasn't--apart 

from the Warren Report, let's say the works of some of the critics, notably Harold 
Weisberg? 

FILLINGER: I've read several books that were put out. I don't know if 
anybody has any more or less to say--a whole lot of interesting little facets, 
you knoe, the chain of death that's followed the case and so on, but I don't 
draw any conclusions except it's very interesting. 

ROFFMAN: Would you say then from all this, especially what you know, that 
we should rely on what the official autopsy report says? 

FILLINGER: No. 
mmENAN: That there is considerable room for doubt? 
FILLINGER: I think there is. I don't doubt--from the facts presented, 

they're all consistent with what is put forward as a theory. But knowing that 
some of it's been IX fiddled with, then the whole thing becomes suspect. Tf you 
tell one lie, it makes you a liar no matter whatever else you MN may say, and 
they have changed it to a little bit, and I don't know what else they changed. 
There 'sally isn't any reason to change anything. 

ROFFMAN: Is this a cocoon thing in the military/ 
FILLINGER: I've only had 13 years service. I don't know. The military 

,:12,:arent then a:Iyone alto. Thay have their own emir to meet, 
and moat civilians have no way of appreciating this. The military hr.s a prime, 
major mission, and they're sworn to accomplish that mission. =MIMI Sometimes, 
accomplishing this mission is a very difficult thing for a civilian Eland to 
comprehend, and if they say that you are to take that hill, and civilians don't 
want to go--they know they're all going to got killed, and they want to run it 
democratically and say "Who's going to go?" That'. not the question. It will 
be taken, and everybody will give up, and that's it. The overall objective is 
the overwhelming thine, and this is difficult for a civilian mind to eeereciate. 
They have been given orders by the Vice President or the President to perform 
the autopsy, I think realizing that nobody was really in command at that MK time. 

(two hour break) 
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ROMAN: I asked you if it was possible that the slits in the front of 
the President's collar were cut in the efforts to cut his tie. 

FULMER: Yes: I think it's possible. 
ROFFMAN: Could that happen without cutting his neck? 
FILLINGER: (nod yes.) 
ROFFMAN: Now if there was a bullet wound to the front of the neck and it 

wee incised in a tracheotomy. Now Parry has told interviewers that he makes a 
transverse trachetoomy incision for cosmetic purposes, and he did it unthinkingly 
with the President. A very clean transverse incision about 7cm. long through this 
wound, and Humes and Finck said that they couldn't see the wound on this. Now, 
what the Panel writes is-- 

MUNGER' Whick mum panel is this now? 
ROFFMAN: The Clark Panel, with Fisher on it. They say "At the cite of and 

above the tracheotomy incision in the front of the neck there can be identified 
the upper half of the circumference of circular cutaneous wound the appearance of 
which is characteristic of that of the emit of a bullet." 

FILLINGER: Thatth a very, very bold statement. I wouldn't o'.y characteristic. 
I MILhet might say consistent with, but they're already rending something sub- 
jectively into it MX that may or may not have really bean. 

ROFFMAN: They are saying that the wound was visible unless you challenge 
lest they are saying. Another doctor at Parkland also testified that, after the 
operation was over, that he could see the mound there except that it vas a little 
larger Vie than what the others had described probably because it expended when 
the tontion was released. Do you think it's conceivable though that these people 
would have missed it? 

FILLINGER: (nett yes). 
ROFFMAN: Suppose there was a ring of abrasion around it? 
FILLINGER: I'm sure none of them really knew what to look for. I mean, 

I could interview every doctor in the city of Phihadelphie, and you UM1 won't 
find 10 who know what an abrasion ring is. 

ROFFMAN: Really? Younalso eentionce that the professional people MX 
really think there's no question about the fact that the autopsy report isn't a 
thorough one, and that IP the people weren't ,:ualified. Do you want to make 
some kind of statelasnt for that? 

FILLINGSR: Well, this appears in all the journals. It's appeared in the 
Academy of Forensic Sciences, and it's been pretty well discussed pro and con 
that the autopsy report is not a good forensic autopsy. It's incoopleta. While 
the observations in it are fairly good, nobody really knows what they are seeing. 
Their descriptive terms are not forensically descriptive terms generally, and 
the fact that wounds weren't idseected, a very glaring wimple of it being a 
less than desirable, less than adequate ME autopsy report. Anyone who is 
resorted to be an expert any e'ee turns out a be leas tSen eeeert Leeo e: oerk 

is houne to have his reputation somewhat discredited. 
ROMAN: What did you say was Colonel neck's reaction to allthis when he's 

confronted with it? 
FILLINGER: Wall, he's-- I don't know what his personal reaction would be 

because I haven't observed him at that—but I know that he is certainly very 
disturbed, and I don't know bow he rationalizes around it. He's in the horns of 
a dolemma. On one hand he is in there as an expert, and on the other hand he's 
stuck with what he did. 

ROFFMAN: You had mentioned to me before something about--you saying that 
you couldn't tell me all the matertals that you had examined. Were these 
made available to you by the General Services Administration? 

FILLINGER: No. 
ROFFMAN: It was on a personal baais? 
FILLINGER: (nod yes). 
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ROFFMAN: Do you know if there are any other autopsy notes in existence? FILLINGER: As of now? 
ROFFMAN: Yes. 
FILLINGER: I don't know. 
ROFFMAN: But you can't comment on the material that was shown to you? FILLINGER: No. 
ROFFMAN: Can you tell me who showed it to you? 
FILLINGER: No. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * **** gg*****e****************** 

ROFFMAN: I think the thing that confuses me the moat now is the business with the head wounds-.with that one exit wound. 
FILLINGER: It's like an awful lot of cases that I dig up around here or that I see dug up. Once it's been goofed up, you can't put Humpty-Dumpty back together again, and once the wounds are disturbed, you can't restore them and make them look bike they did befoee. 
ROFFMAN: That's another thing, incidently. Colonel Finck 	didn't arrive at the autopsy unitl after the brain was removed. 
FILLINGER: That puts him, of course, at a decided disadvantage. ROFFMAN: What could he tell about the head wound? 
FILLINGER: Very little, if ummux anything. 
ROFFMAN: It's very--I think, of course you may disagree with me, and this is a matter of photographic interpretation, but I think the fim brings up the possibility that he was "' since he could have been thrown backwards, that he was struck by another bullet, and I'm sure, especially with the type of head wound that he received, that was on his head, that it would take a very, an extremely qualified man to evaluate the wounds that were present there, and Finck, the only person with even near the competence to evaluate these, didn't see it until after the brain was removed, and the xx scalp peeled back, and the bone chipped away. FILLINGER: Sure. As a matter of fact, it's up secret at all that following the Kennedy autopsy, Colonel Finck was sent MX to Vietnam and was stationed there for over a year, and his job was to analyzw gunshot wounds. So after the horse is stolen, the barn gets locked, which kind of put him in a bad spot. It's sort of like sending him to college after "I've lost your first patient. I don't know where you're going to go with all your material. I think it's an interesting exercise, and some aspects of it are very fascinating, but you're stuck with a solution that you're not going to be able to find because the pieces are lost. It's like trying to put together a jigsaw puzzle, and all the parts aren't there. 
RO7M1Vn: Suppose you were--suppose all the autoi:sy material was to be made available to you, photos, X-rays? 
FILLINGER: I don't think it would still give you the answer because those who are observing it aren't accurately recording it, and they don't know what they're saying. They're children speaking a foreign language. ROFFMAN: I mean if you actually saw the photographs and X-rays? FILLINGER: Oh, I would have to see the body first. That's the thing that makes the difference. X-rays and photographs, you know--you could sit there and look at photographs with me all day long,and I can show Mi you some you'd think were exit wounds, and they're entrance wounds and vice-versa because biabtocraphs are just a small piece of the action, and a wound may have all the classic characteristics IX of an entrance wound, and you'd just swear it was ,-11 entrance wounds but when you dissect the body and examine it, you find that it isn't at all. Or if you roil him over, what looked like a beautiful entrance wound on one Bide is surpassed by an even better entrance wound on the other side, and there's 
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a tract between the two, then you have your choice. When you say to the cops, "What gm happened to this guy? Oh, he was sitting and was shot right throuhg the chair , and we got the path of the bullet that's still sticking in the wall." I= And you know where you are. You gill[ can say "Gee, I thought for sure that' one on the cheat was an entrance wound, and it looks just so beautifully like one," and it turns out MN that it isn't at all. And the more times you get MI tripped up, the more conservative you are about what you see and what you say. I think that all the stuff that's been hashed over the whole thing, the big fallicy and the reason why it's never goung to go any farther is the material that is now available, either unofficially and secretly or openly, is still not sufficient to draw a proper conclusion. If the whole cnse could be observed minutely and re-done from start to finish, it would still be a very complex case. There's no getting around it. If everything was optimum, it would be very complex because of the multiplicity of injuries and persons and the moving of all these peop'e at the same time. It's not a, you know, Bessy and Joe type shooting at all, and it's a very complex one. If everything were known, it would be a puzzler even for experts, and the fact that there's an awful lot that isn't kn000 or is improperly documented just throws the whole thing,and you just might as well say, "Whew." You really find yourself just sort of academically grinding yourself into a mortar and pastel type situation where you're not really getting anywhere because you're--I think it's a frustrating thing to go into because you're continually bumping up against and encountering incomplete and inaccurate things. There's no way of straightening them out. And so, given faulty materials, your conclusions can't be really concrete, and without concrete conlusiono, you know, you're just flexing your muscles, but you're not punching anybody. 

END OF INTERVIEW 
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